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as we usher in a new season,  
we’re happy to report: nails have 
never been stronger!

and we mean “strong” in two 
ways: literally resilient, in terms 
of formulation and technology, 
and utterly brilliant as a business-
building strategy for salons.

Quite simply, cND has raised the 
bar—again.  We’ve always liked to 
push the envelope in every way. 
This drive for excellence is how we 
developed groundbreaking, game-
changing products which redefine 
how the world wears its nails.  
cND Shellac is the most recent 
and most dramatic example.

This “Power Polish” breakthrough 
is really a mani miracle” that we 
predict will be the largest and 
most imitated revolution of  
its generation. 

Now is the time to tell your 
clients: go for the major nail in a 
major way, every day. at cND, we 
say: declare it, share it, wear it! 
Following the lead of the world’s 
most influential designers…  

12.

We love and respect every 
client’s mood and ‘tude. So,  
is there someone out there  
who still prefers a “little nothing” 
mani? Something plain-vanilla, 
low to the ground, under the 
radar? okay, sure. Hmm…

But my feeling is that there are 
no true wallflowers—just wild 
orchids in hiding, waiting to be 
brought into bloom by the right 
fashion-rays. even someone who 
dresses in a conservative suit 
every day—or wears organic-
cotton yoga-togs 24/7—yearns 
for glorious nails. a radically 
improved silhouette. a shape 
and length that nature just can’t 
deliver. 

Now, as a Nail Professional, 
delivering on that dream- 
nail has never been more  
real. and your skills have  
never been more in  
demand, since creating  
this nail is not a DiY project.  
The consumer can’t replicate  
it at home, because it’s so much 
more than color, and possible 
only with state-of-the-art  
cND technology.

With Spring and Summer 
coming into reach, seize what’s 
new and never-before: the 
sleekest, shiniest and most 
versatile fashion-forward  
nail anyone’s ever worn.  

all yours!
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Diego Binetti
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Jan arnold
co-Founder/Style Director
cND

“THe loNger Nail, iN aN 
exTreme, STreamliNeD 

SHaPe, laviSHlY DecoraTeD, 
DeckeD aND DeTaileD 
iS THe ulTimaTe aND 

moST acceSSiBle STYle 
acceSSorY aND FaSHioN 

STaTemeNT!”



2009
cND creaTeS NailS  
For 25 SHoWS 
iN loNDoN

Celebratin
g
years

1996

cND DeBuT:  
merceDeS-BeNz 
FaSHioN Week  

We started with this breakthrough 
idea: that nails were the must-have 
accessory. The heel, the hemline, 
the belt, the bag—all hot, but cND’s 
designer nails puts these details in 
their place.  

Designers cannot get enough of cND! 
Fashion’s defining moments on the 
runway are reinforced by nails and 
toes which capture the heart of  
each collection.

cool, Brittania. The london fashion 
scene truly catches fire, and the cND 

nail partners with the names that rock 
“the sceptered isle”. Not Her majesty’s 
tea and crumpets.

2003cND look Book DeBuT

and Nail Professionals start wanting details.  
We began capturing images and sharing exclusive 
backstage scoop in the look Book—it’s become  
the nail style-bible.

our customized nails, created each season for the runway’s hottest 
looks, start making international fashion news.

2006
cND PoliSHeD

over 1200  

FiNgerS

aND ToeS

2011
cND 15 Year  
FaSHioN Week  
aNNiverSarY 

let’s blaze! Nails have never looked this 
good, thanks to breakthrough technologies 
and women craving global glamour. 
Fashionistas everywhere “just say nails” to 
minimalism and down-market buzz-kill.

aT FaSHioN Week!

Jay mccarroll

Heatherette

alexander mcqueen

Jeremy Scott

Nina ricci

vivienne Westwood

kai kühne

ruffian

Jen kao

The Blonds

emanuel ungaro

emanuel ungaro

emanuel ungaro

Heatherette

abaeté

rocking out with Trevor rains & richie rich of Heatherette

Paris & Nicki Hilton with Jan arnold
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She’s not just the girl at the party, or the girl on the tour bus: 
she struts the stage, shakes down the mosh-pit, and smites 
the haughtiest rock-stars to their knees. This nail is a pop-
punk power-surge of geometry and color. rock it like this: 
slightly squared, in rave-a-licious near-neons. 

raspberry Parfait Plumville  relay red electric orange Sapphire Sparkle  
effect

Nicole miller

Nicole miller

Nicole miller

milly

Jen kao

Diego Binetti
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Nicole miller

Wes gordon
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Nicole miller

Nicole miller

Nicole miller
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Jen kao
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Step 3: 
Fill in every other 
square with 
Blackjack colour 
to create the 
checkerboard 
design.

Step 1: 
apply Stickey Base 
coat and 2 coats 
of Studio White 
colour.

Step 2: 
using a striping brush 
and Blackjack colour, 
create 2 thin vertical 
lines down each side of 
the nail and 3 horizontal 
lines, creating an even 
grid pattern.

Step 4: 
Polish the smile 
line using Blackjack 
colour and seal 
with air Dry Top 
coat.
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The physical world, sensed and felt through metaphysical skin. 
New portals of experience, shaped by technologies which 
evolve faster than we can consciously perceive. Sub-atomic 
particle patterns and star-storms map the future. infallibly 
guided by the gPS of our own ancient inner software.

organiTECH

cocoa Silver chromeStudio Whitegold viP Status

3.1 Philip lim

Wayne

Wayne

kevork

Joanna mastroianni
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organiTECH

Step 1: 
apply a thin layer of 
cND Shellac Base 
coat and cure for 
10 seconds.

Step 2: 
apply two thin layers of 
cND Shellac cocoa to the 
nail only, creating the illusion 
of a longer nail and leaving 
the extension edge visible. 
(clean up the smile line 
using a gel oval brush lightly 
moistened with iPa,  
if needed.) cure each layer 
for two minutes.

Step 3: 
Press a lace transfer 
into the tacky 
inhibition layer of 
cND Shellac.

Step 4: 
apply one thin layer of cND Shellac  
gold viP Status. cure for two minutes. 
apply one layer of cND Shellac  
Top coat and cure for two minutes.  
Wipe with 99% isopropyl alcohol to  
remove top film.

Joy cioci

Wayne

Wayne

katie ermilio

3.1 Phillip lim

Wes gordon

kevork
kevork

kevork

Joy cioci

The Blonds

The Blonds
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it starts with a sense of deja-vu. The burnished threads of an     ancient textile,  
so familiar, perhaps worn in another life. New incarnations       of patinas from  
a time half-recalled, passed from hand to hand. a dynasty shared, a jewel  
coveted, a secret kept. Whose mystery-initial is etched upon the buried locket? 
She’ll never tell.

antiquity
Dark lava  iced cappuccinoiced coral gold viP Status

Treasured

Norman ambrose

The Blonds

Norman ambrose

Jen kao

Norman ambrose
Norman ambrose
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Step 1: 
apply a thin layer of cND 
Shellac Base coat, cure for 
10 seconds followed by 2 
thin layers of cND Shellac 
Dark lava. cure each layer 
for 2 minutes.

Step 2: 
using a cND gel oval 
Brush, pick up small 
pieces of multi-colored 
gold leaf and randomly 
place them on the nail. 
Press and smooth gently 
with the brush.

Step 3: 
using the cND gel oval Brush, brush 
a very thin layer of cND Shellac iced 
coral over the entire nail and cure for  
2 minutes. apply a thin layer of  
cND Shellac Top coat and cure for 
2 minutes. Wipe with 99% isopropyl 
alcohol to remove top film.
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Norman ambrose
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tarnishedmetal
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Freshness in bloom, the spring nail shows off its slender  
silhouette with vibrant color. This nail goes to great lengths,  
matching the elongated, narrow profile with the hottest of hues, 
including the design world’s official darling for this year, electric 
orange. great with a tan, especially when heated with  
micro-metallics and equally sensational with classic  
summer whites.

pring

The Blonds

The Blonds

The Blonds

The Blonds

Naeem khan

Naeem khan

Norman ambrose
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Creative Nail Design, Inc. 
1125 Joshua Way 

Vista, ca 92081 usa

760.599.2900 

800.833.naIL 

cnd.com
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